
to digital c3:~eforf These methods have virtually replaced other earlier ones largely on 
account of their-accuracy and efficiency. The Hardy Cross method is a relaxation technique, 
which, through successive iterations, applies a series of linearly approximated correction to 
either assumed flows or head losses of all the pipes of the network. 

10.6.2 METHODS OF BALANCING 

(a) Hardy Cross Method 

(i) Balancing Heads 
In this method, from the knowledge of system inflows and outflows, the flows in all the 

pipes of the network· are distributed so as to meet continuity constraints at all the nodes. 
When inflows and outflows are explicitly known, this will involve assigning as many flo~s as 
there are primary loops in the system. The requirement than the sum of head losses around 
all primary loops should equal zero gives rise to a system lof as many equations. Solution of 
the exactly determined system of non-linear equations is effected by a .systernatic relaxation 
inthe Hardy-Cross method. In the Hardy Cross method of balancing.heads, which is a trial 
and error process, the correction factor for assumed flows (necessary formulae are made 
algebraically consistent by arbitrarily assigning positive signs· to clockwise · flows and 
associated head losses and negative. signs to anti-clockwise flows and associated head losses) 
ti.Q in a circuit is calculated by the formula: 

!!,.Q = . H /_ n.L /Q 

Where Q 

H 

Quantity of flow 

Head loss 
Constant, 1.85 for Hazen William's formula n 

The assumed flows are corrected accordingly and the procedure repeated until the 
required degree of precision is reached. This is essentially a repetitive procedure. The 
sequential steps are presented below: · 

(i) Assume suitable values of flow Q in each pipeline such that the flows 'coming into 
each junction of the loop are equal to flows leaving the junction,· 

(ii) . Assign positive' sign to all clockwise flows and negative sign to all anti-clotlhvise 
flow, 

(iii) Compute the head loss H in each pipe by use of the friction formula with the help 
of chart or monogram giving the same sign as for the flows, 

' ' (iv) Compute LH (i.e. algebraic sum of the head losses) around each loop and if this is 
nearly equal to zero in all loops (within allowable limits of ± 0.15 rn), the assumed 
flows are correct, 

(v) Otherwise, if LH is not equal to O for any loop, compute the error in flow 
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and the correction factor is of the opposite sign. Add the correction factor to the 
assumed flows with due regard to the sign of flows. 

(vi) PipOs operating in, more than one circuit draw corrections from .each circuit 
However, the second correction is of the opposite sign as applied to the first circuit, 

(vii) Repeat the cycle, till :EH (around each loop) is nearly equal to zero within the 
allowable limits. Then the final values of flows are the actual values in the pipelines, . 

(viii) If during the correction process, the head difference in an element becomes zero, 
the pipe should be omitted from the particular balancing operation in which this . 

occurs. ' 
A computer program for solution of the head balance problem could be written. 

In setting up the program, the following guidelines will be helpful. ITT' 

(i) Each primary loop is first numbered, (i) serially starting from I (i= I, 2 N),.: .ii!.. 
(it) · The pipes in each loop are' then numbered, (i,j) with the loop number first and pip~:·,- .. 

number second, serially starting from (i, 1) G =1, 2, .... NP), ·· 
(iii) Flows in the clockwise direction in the pipe of any loop is considered positive, anti·;, 

clockwise negative. This applies to correction ~Q also. The sign of head loss ~.i is. · 
the same as that of Q,j· The ratio H/ Q or Q/H is thus always positive, 

(iv) Successive corrections to flows (~Q;) ate calculated from·Equation 
n 
~H-· .i.J I,} 

flQ; = - i:l H 
nL~ 
j=l Qi,j . 

Here n is the exponent of Qin the simplified pipe flow formula ~.i = ~iQni,j· These · · • 
. corrections are applied to Q,

4 
by the computer and the balancing operation repeated until a/, 

desired tolerance for either ~Q. or I 1:HJ is obtained, at ~hich the program terminate~. · 
Specification on this criterion is a nontrivial problem reflecting the desired accuracy. 

(v) Pipes common to two loops i :U,d k receiv; flow corrections from both.1th due.; 
regard to signs. When the pipe is being considered in loop i, corrected Q. = (Q,,;+:,, · 
~Q - ~Q0 whereas when being considered under loop k as pipe (k,l), corrected Q0 ·. · 
= (~,1+ ~Qk - ~QJ• 

In case of smaller networks, the calculations could be made manually as well. 

(10.1) 
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A typical problem of balancing head loss by correcting assumed flows by hand 
computation is presented in Appendix 10.3. ,._. 

(ii) Balancing Flows ~ 
When using the method of balancing flows at junctions or nodes of the system, pressures 

at nodes are assumed on the basis of given pressure surface elevations at some nodes (e.g. 
fixed elevation reservoirs) and the flows in the pipes are estimated. 

In the 'method of balancing flows' (modification of original Hardy Cross Method), which 
is applicable to junctions and nodes, the flows at each junction are made to balance for the 
assumed heads at the juncbons and the corresponding head losses in · the pipes. The 
correction factor for assumed head losses in the pipes (H) is calculated using the formula : 

w,=+1 ss LQ . .. L(~) 
The steps in the computation are as under : 
(~ Assume heads at all the free junctions such that the sum of the head losses in 

clod .. cwise direction equals the sum of the head losses in the anti-clockwise direction 

in all the loops, 
(ii) · Assign positive sign to head losses for flows towards the junction and negative sign 

to those away from the junction, 
(iii) Compute the flows in each pipe by use of't,he friction formula with the help of chart 

or monogram giving same signs as for the head losses, 

(iv) Compute ~Q (i.e. algebraic sum of the flows) at each free junction and if this is 
nearly equal to zero at all junctions (within allowable limits of± 2%), the assumed 

head losses are correct, 
(v) Otherwise, if LQ is not equal to zero at any junction, compute the error in head loss 

. ' 
The correction factor is of the opposite sign. Add the correction factor to the 
assumed head losses with due regard'to the sign of head losses, 

(vi) Pipes common to . more than one loop receive corrections from each loop. 
However, correc!ions to the companion circuit is, of the opposite sign to that of the 
first circuit, / · . ' 

(vii) Repeat the cycle till L.Q ~ 0 at each node or junction when the final corrected values 
of Hare obtained. 
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Although the Hardy Cross Method is rational and mathematically correct, drastic 
skeletonising of the network because of the complexity, the time consuming nature and the 
tedium of calculations, particularly for the large size networks and the uncertainty of 
convergence of values impose serious limitations on this method. i~ 

. In setting up a computer program, the following guidelines will be helpful: 
(i) Each junction of the system is numbered serially, starting from 1, except those with 

an unknown inflow or take off, where usually a fixed water elevation is specified (i = 

1,2, ... N) . 
(ii) All pipes joining node i are numbered (i,j),j denoting the pipe number at junction i O 

= 1, 2 ... NP;) 
(iii) Heads and flows towards the node are considered positive; away from it, negative. 

The same applies to correction LiHi also. H/ Q and Q/H are always positive 

",; ·~- 

(iv) 
At each node, i, a test of LQ·, is then made to see whether it is zero. If not, the head . , t I • 

correction LiHi to be applied to all the head losses Hi,i in pipes (i,j) meeting at''' 
junction i is calculated from equation ;•' 

n 
n}:QiJ 
}=1 Mi. . = -=--- 

I,} Q ±i 
. j=lH_iJ .. 

and applied. The-process is repeated until either 

(10.2) 

Max\Ml;\ or Max }:Qi,j 
j 

is less than the prescribed limit. 
(v) Pipes comm;,n to more than one junction receive ,Afl correction from both wit!{• 

due regard to signs, as stated before. , · · ' 
It is pointed out here that any network balancing problem can be solved by either of th'.€' • . 

two methods-head or flow balance. Where there are two or more resezyoirs with fixed wat¢; . 
elevations in the system, synthetic or artificial loops can be introduced betwee~ them ik ,, , 
introduce exactly as many additional equations as necessary to make the systehi exactly. :: 
determined. Although,the Hardy-Cross method can be used to solve network problems· tc/~ 
any desired degree of accuracy, it is highly time-consuming for large and complicated,~ ~ 
networks. More powerful rapidly converging methods are now available. 

(b) Newton-Raphson Method: Balancing Heads 
Network balancing using Newton-Raphson method is again an iterative process but the. 

method seems to be faster and convergence much more rapid froin a reasonably good start. 
The principle of this method is explained most simply by reference to solution 0£ a single 
equation f (p) = 0. According to Newton's rule, if p is an approximation to a root of f(p), 

- then (p + Lip) is a better approximation where; 
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/lJJ = _ ,f(P) 
f'(p) 

(10.3) 

-- 
The nature of this result can be recognized from the Taylor series expansion of f(p-f6j,i), 

viz. 
f(p + f¥J)=f(p)+(f¥J.f '(p) + (~p)2 .f"(p) + .. :. +' 

2! 

(10.4) 

terms involving higher powers of (~p). 
f(p + ~p) is equal to zero if (p + ~p) is in reality a solution to f (p)= 0. If, in the above 

equation, the terms involving powers of bp higher than the first are neglected, one obtains 
Newton's rule. The method can be extended to the solution of n simultaneous e·quations 

with n variables. 
In setting up a water distribution network for balancing heads by· Newton-Raphson 

method on the computer, it is useful to note the following steps and observations; Flows in 
the pipes are assumed so as to_ meet all the continuity constraints. The flows in all -pipes of 
loop i are assumed to be in error by ~Q;, correction· from both loops, the one coming from 
the loop under consideration · being algebraically added, the other being algebraically 

deducted. 
Equations-to balance head losses around loops ate then framed in terms of corrected 

flows. 
In general, the arranged loop head loss equations take the following form: 

: (10.5) 

Where the second summation on the L.H.S extends only for the cornrnon pipes of loop i. 

The number of equations in the system is the same as the number of pi;imary loops in the 

system. For the i"' loop on the L.H.S ( ~ ~) . for aJl pipes of the _ loop . forms\ . the 

coefficient of ~Q;, the correction for all pipes of the loop. The other non-zer~ terms are of 

· the form (- H) bQ,, where ,',Q,. is the correction for loop k which has a pipe in co~on 
Q .. with loop 1. Th~·~ommon pipe is called (i,j) in loop i, and by some other name like (k.l) in 

' . . .. . 

loop k. If loop t has no pipe in common with loop i, the coefficient of D.Qt in the equation 

for loop i, will be zero,. On the R.H.S of the equation, we have the unbalan~ed head in loop i 

with a negative sign, multiplied by the inverse of exponent n in the pipe flow formula 

chosen. 
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A· general Fortran Program for network head balance according to Newton-Raphson 
Method could be written to compute H;,i from input Qi,i values and set up the coefficientj, 
matrix A for solution for 'L'.\Q;'s. The set of linear simultaneous equations could be solved by · 
calling appropriate library subroutines. The computed 6Q; are applied to all pipes oftthe 
network as explained under Hardy Cross method giving due consideration to common pipes 
between loops and the iteration proceeds. The program terminates at the allowable head 
tolerance or when iterations exceed a certain prescribed limit. 

The success of the Newton-Raphson technique lies in the selection of a good starting 
approximation. If the approximation is poor, it can result in the divergence of the solution. 
Computer programmes are readily available for the Newton-Raphson technique. 
(c) Linear Graph Theory 

The analysis of water distribution network requires that the node and loop continuity 
equations be satisfied. Linear graph theoretic approach differs from other methods in a 
fundamental way. While in other methods, it is customary to change the value of either the 
assumed flow or head loss using one set of continuity equationsand · satisfying the other set 
as constraints, this method depends on the simultaneous utilisation of both sets of equations 
(node equations and loop equations). 

In the graph theory approach, the water supply distribution pipe network is treated as a 
linear graph (consisting of points or vertices and lines or edges). By the properties of graph 
theory and matrices, the system equations involving the three physical laws of fluid flow, i.e., 
Kirchoff node law, Kirchoff loop law and pipe flow formula are combined to form a single 
set of non-linear equations involving one set of variables i.e., either head loss-variables or 
flow variables. These non-linear equations are then solved by iterative methods. After one set 
of variables are obtained, the other set of variables are calculated from the pipe flow formula. 

In this approach, by dividing the variables as primary and secondary variables according 
-to 'tree' and 'co-tree' pipes, the decision variables are confined to only the primary variables. 

· 'I 'he application of the Graph theory helps considerably in formulating the hydraulic equation 
and also in deriving a good starting approximation to ensure fast convergence. 
(d) Linear Theory Method 

This method, proposed by Wood and Charles is useful for network balancing through 
"balancing heads by correcting assumed flows". This is also an iterative rnethdd, said to 
converge faster than the Hardy Cross method. 

In the methods of balancing described earlier, it is necessary to assume certain values for 
the variables to start the iterative procedure. Naturally, therefore, the number of iterations 
depend upon the initial guess. No such initialization is needed in the linear theory method. 

The linear theory transforms the loop head loss non-linear relationships into linear 
relationships by approximating the head loss in each pipe by 

(10.6) 
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in which Q, is the assumed flow in pipe P: Thus the pipe resistance constant r, is replaced by 

(r\ so that, (r'), = (rQ
0

-\ All the nonlinear loop head loss relationships become linear. These linear equations and 
the node flow continuity linear equations are solved simultaneously to obtain all Q, values. 
The solution, however, will not be correct as the obtained Q, values will not be the same as 
assumed Q, values. However, it is ·claimed that by repeating the process several times; the 
obtained and the assumed values will be found to be identical, thus giving the correct 

solution. In the linear theory, for the first iteration, all the Q values are taken as i giving (r')p = rp. 
(fhis amounts to assuming the flow to be laminar £or' the first iteration). It will be observed 
that this method, if used just as suggested earlier, yields pipe flows which tend to oscillate 
about the final solution. To obviate this, Wood and Charles have suggested that after two 
iterative solutions, for all the iterations thereafter, · the initial flow rates to be used in the 
computations should be the average of the flow rates obtained from the past two iterations. 

Thus, for the ith iteration, 
. Qp ~ (i-l)Q,: (i-2)Qp (10.7) 

in which the subscript i, i-1 and i-2 denote the i"', (i; 1 )'\ and (i-2)"' iterations respective\ y. 

(e) Use Of Models For Analysis 
A model must truly represent the system under consideration so that the pressure drops 

and discharges can be measured directly without trial and error procedures. The variables like 
head loss, flow and head loss coefficients in a pipe, as also circuits, junctions, and friction 
laws that govern the system should be properly iepresented in the analogous model devices. 
Two kinds of models, namely hydraulic models and electric analogue models hive been used. 
The hydraulic models ~owever have not.proved very popular. 

(f) Electric Analogue Model 
In the direct electrical analogue mode which is used for pipe network analysis, the 

analogies existing between hydraulic and electric systems are considered. The use of 
non-linear resistors in electrical systems has made possible the representative simulation of 
the hydraulic syStem. · · \ 

The source of supply in the hydraulic system is represented in the electrical analogue by a 
constant voltage generator or battery, take-offs by load resistors or electronically controlled 
devices and pipes by non-linear resistors. Camp and Hazen built the first electric analyzer 
designed specifically for the hydraulic anal)'Sis of water distribution systems. Mcilroy 
continued this approach to network analysis and developed an analyzer that is manufactured 
commercially. For each branch of the system, the pipe equation, H = KQ" is thus replaced 
by an electrical equation, V = J<..l", where V is the voltage drop in the branch, I is the 
current and K. is the non-linear resistor coefficient whose value is suited to the pipe 
co.efficient 'K for the selected voltage-head. loss and the amperage-water flow scale ratios. If 
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A network can be simplified considerably to obtain useful preliminary inform•ti?ri on the 
flows and head losses at important junctions by this .method, whete a complex system of 
pipes is replaced by a single line of hydraulically equivalent capacity, The pipes of the sizes 
smaller than 150mm in the mote elaborate systeffis as well as the conneCting pipes with, no 
appreciable pressure differential may be omitted to skeletonisC the system to a workable one. 
The various combinations of pipes between selected junctioris could be replaced by 
hydraulically equivalent pipes ,educing the number of units to be analyzed 

In 1969, Teng, O'Connor, Stearns and Lynch published an 'equivalent length method' of 
balancing hydraulic networks and indicated that an approximate solution to the problem of 

-~ 

the current inputs and take-offs are made proPortional to the water flowing into and out of 
the system, the head loss will be proportional to the measured voltage drops. 

The most important advantage of the direct electric pipeline network analyser is the 
physical feel of the network system experienced by the designer or operator. Once the pipe 
network is simulated in the electric network analyser, results can be obtained in a few 
minutes for alternative sizes of pipes or alternative flow conditions. 

The analyzers give the pressure losses and flows in pipelines at an instant in time and the 
accuracy of the results dipends only on the precision of physical elements and measuring 
instruments involved and the accuracy of the daia introduced. 

10.7 DESIGN OF PIPE NETWORKS The problem of design of pipe networks essential!)' involves determination of pipe sizes 
which will meet the physical and operational requirements imposed on the network at 

minimum cost. The constraints include the hydraulic laws and operatioO:al ones, such as the ~imum 
permissible sizes, restriction to commercially available sizes, and mainly, minimum residual 
pressure requirements at critical nodes. The total cost of the network is generally assumed to 
include the cost of the pipes, pumps and other components and the present value. of the 
maintenance and operating costs. Several approaches have been sug!lcsted for handling this 
economic design problem over the years. Some significant attempts are Summarized in the 

following sections. 

10.7 .1 APPRdXIMATE METHODS These .methods are simple, approximate and are used as a quick check for an existing 
system or for obtaining preliminary pipe sizes for a new network befotc subjecting it to 
detailed analysis. Such methods include methbd of sections in which the network is cut by 
imaginary section lines (chosen with regard to the critical points in the. distribution system), 
for an assumed hydraulic gradient (usually 1 to 3 pet 1000) and velocity (0.6 to 1.2 mps). 
The capacity of the pipeline cut by the lines are matched with the actual demand in the areas 
to be supplied. Any deficiency in the pipe siz_es is rectified by the addition of an extra pipe or 

replacing by a larger size pipe and rechecking in a similar way. · 

10.7 .2 EQUIVALENT PIPE METHOD 
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economic pipe sizing can be simultaneously obtained therefrom. Using Hazen-William's 
formula for pipe flow, a new term L, was introduced which was 

fJ 

i, = 1(100/c)1·85 (0.667 /D)4"86 
(10.8) 

Where Le is the length of a 'pipe of standard diameter (8-in) and standard Hazen Williams 
C-Value of 100. 'this pipe is hydraulically equivalent to a pipe whose actual length 1, 
diameter D and Hazen Williams coefficient is C. Instead of applying the Kirchoff's loop law 
to the sum of the head-losses °LH in the loops, the equivalent length method distributes the 
available head loss to the several pipes ·directly meeting the requirements Ml = 0, and 
attempts to balance the relative pipe resistance's in the fonn of equivalent lengths, L. in all 

the loops of the network i.e. 

L LC = 0 for all loops 
(10.9) 

'An iterative procedure similar to the. Hardy Cross method has been used for balancing Le 
in this study .. Assumed flows in all the pipes of the network are successively adjusted· to 
balance the relative pipe resistances. It is claimed that such a balance leads to a minimum 
possible total of all the equivalent lengths and thus to least amount of pipe in a network of 
equal-sized pipes. Also, the imposition of the above condition ~ L.= 0, is reported to 
establish a general 'evenness' of flow throughout the system, and 'optimum' design tor any 
set of fixed conditions of topography, pressure requirements, source of supply, draft and 
geometric pattern of distribution ne~9rk. The elimination of the trial and error feature of 
the Hardy-Cross method was cited as an advantage dftl,iis algorithm. 

In the search for better methods of water distribution system design, the balancing of 
equivalent lengths' technique would appear to have merit particularly in initial studies 
preliminary to a comprehensive systems analysis. .However, in networks with· multiple 
sources and pump-type boundary conditions, the flow pattern. may not be so obvious and 

problems of convergence could arise. 

10.7.3 PIPE NETWORK COST MINIMIZATION PROBLEMS 
. . . . . f 

It can be shown that the problem of minimum-cost design of a distribution pipe network 

subject to 
(~ the provision of required domestic and fire flows at specified draw off junctions, 

and 
(ii") the maintenance of minimum residual pressure at critical junctions 

can be cast as one of non-linear, integer programming. Such a model and an engineering 
approach to its solution are. briefly discussed. More detailed exposition and reference to 

. earlier works in the topic can also be found in literature. 
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10.7.3.1 Pormulatlon Of The Objective Function 
The principal part of the total cost function of a distribution pipe network is the cost of 

pipes. The installed first costs of pipes can be related to their diameter by an empirical tJ 
exponential function of the form: . · 

C' al D11 (10.10) 

Where C' is the cost, l is the length of pipe and D is the diameter, a and T) are parameters 
to be determined locally. Then the total installed cost of all the pipes in the networks is 

C = L a 1;1 D" ,.1 
all i,j 

(10.11) 

Where the paired subscript (i,j) denotes the jth pipes in loop i. 
In addition to pipe cost, the cost of friction losses in the pipe network constitutes another 

important component of the total cost. In pumped systems, it represents the cost of energy 
required to overcome pipe friction. In gravity systems, the same is an indirect 'cost' on the · 
system if we consider that higher pressures are desirable at the draw-off points. As such, the 
energy cost of pipe friction losses can be incorporated in the objective function for all 
supplies. Relating this cost to motive power prices (here assumed as electricity); the present 
value of costs associated with pipe friction losses in the· system can be computed and 
incorporated in the objective function to be minimized. Such a total cost function is 

(10.12) 

Where Q·. and H-. stand for the flow and head loss in pipe (i,j) P v is the present value of ,,, l,J 
an-annuity of 1 Rupee discounted at rater over the economic ·time horizon T; w is the unit 
weight of water; b is a load building factor; E is the unit cost of electricity and 0 is the . 
wire-to-water efficiency of pumping. 

10.7.3.2 Formulation Of The Constraints 
Th~ diameters, flo~s and head losses in ~e pipe network must meet certain constrets ~ 

the form of hydraulic flow formulae, Kirchoff laws for nodes and. loops and certain 
operational constraints regarding minimum pipe sizes, commercially available pipe sizes and 
minimum permissible residual pressures. Such constraints can be represented by the 
following set; 

(a) 
( 

[ 
1 -1 37 o 36] c all · · · = 11 r t· es H. - 84.1-1· · Dki. I0--1 xQi,i O o PP I, J }. 8 5 I, J , J I, J . 

(10.13) 

(b) "'Q· . + q = 0 £..J 1,J m 
i,j . 

for all nodes Q0.14) 
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(c) [ ~n:.,}+ s, ~ o for all loops 

(d) D .. >D. for all pipes 
1,1 mm 

I 
t Di,i L (DA)= (D1 ...... Da) • (e) 

for all pipes 

l 
(f) [l:H-.] < h, over all specified paths (some i,j) 

1,1 n 

(g) g(relevant '1n Si)= 0 for all pumps, if any. 

(10.15) 
I 

I 

(10.16) 

' 

In the constraints set, (a) is a version of Hazen Williams formula for flow in pipes, (b) arid 
(c) are Kirchoffs node and loop laws resp"ectively, (d) assures that all pipes are not smaller 
than -the prescribed minimum size Dm;

0
,(e) specifies .that the sizes shall correspond to 

commercially available ones (D
1
, D2, D3, · ... D...), (f) is the equivalent of maintaining minimum 

permissihle residual pressures at draw off nodes, by requiring that along specified pathways · 
in the network the sum of head losses shall not exceed preset magnitudes, and (g) guarantees 
that the inflow and pressure at pump nodes shall correspond to the specified characteristic 
curves bf pumps. The quantities CJm, S1, and hk stand for inflow (or outflow) at node m, 
unbalanced head at loop i, and maximum pressure difference permissible over path k, 

respectively. 

10.7.3.3 Analysis • 

This mathematical model for cost minimization of pipe networks assumes that the layout 
and lengths of pipes are known and, for the moment, that only one demand pattern is 
considered. The problem can now be recognized as one of non-linear, constrained. 
minimization in numerous variables. The constraint set (e) restricts the domain of feasible 
diameters to a few specific values, thereby discretizing the objective function and the set of 
feasible diameters. In this analysis, it is assumed that P v, b, E, e and C are known, 
non-negative parameters and l;,;, 'tn, S1, Dmn• D and hk are given input vectors. The three sets 
of variables Di,i' Qi,i and Hi,i' are. treated as decision variables, i.e., the solution seeksrthat set 
of feasible Di,i• Qi,i' and Hi,i which minimizes the total cost of the pipe network. . For this 
non-linear, integer programming problem, an iterative, sequential search procedure has been 
developed and the same is briefly outlined inthe following subsections. 

10.7.3.4 Constructing A Starting Solution 
The most direct way of meeting constraint sets (d) and (e) is to choose diameters as the 

variables to be set for a trial, and derive other decision variables (Q and H) therefrom. Then, 
while selecting the diameters, only those feasible with respect to (d) and (c) may be chosen. 
Such diameter selection is a significant initial step which eliminates the round-off procedures 
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that would ffi! otherwise required. The setting of such a diameter vector (D. . . leaves the flows 1,J 

and head losses to be determined. Solving. for Q,j, and ~.j, with given D1,i from constraint 
sets (a), (b) and (c) is the familiar problem of hydraulic network balancing. 

10.7.3.5 Constructing A Penalty Function iJ 

If the constraints system is now examined, the method of starting with a feasible diameter 
vector and balancing the network to obtain feasible flows and head losses has given rise to a . 
solution feasible with respect to all constraints except set (£). The resulting head losses may 
either satisfy or fail to satisfy set (£), i.e. head losses summed over all specified paths may or 
may not be less than the permissible limits set. A rational approach to the treatment of these 
constraints is to weigh them and blend them into the objective function in such a form that 
the violation of these constraints will penalize the causative design while ranking alternative 
designs. Such is the penalty function approach. This penalty function can be related to the 
extent of violation of the (£) type constraints. 

10.7.3.6 Sequential Random Search Procedure 
Having established the model and formulated a function to rank alternative designs, a 

sequential random search should be conducted starting with a trail design (set of diameters) and 
improving · it in successive iterations until a terminal design with very: low probability of 
improvement results. The rationale of this method differs from that of classical optimization in 
that it does not attempt to identify the global optimum with complete certainty; rather, it 
provides a statistical estimator of the best design. . 

The technique can be summarized as follows: 
(i) Select a starting design from a specified population of starting designs 

Proceed sequentially from the starting design to an improved terminal design (f.D) 
according to a set of rules involving random sampling (sweetening) 
Repeat the above steps until several T.D's are obtained. This provides a sample of, say, 
n Terminal Designs· · 
Identify the least costly of then Terminal Designs as the current estimator of the global 
optimum (we will call it the 'Optimal Design' hereafter). Such steps (i) to (iv) constitute 
a search. 

The algorithm described is a practical, heuristic tool for a mathematically co~~~x and 
computationally laborious prol:>lem. 

A schematic flow chart for the sequential random search procedure is presented in Fig; 10. 1. 

10.8 RURAL WATER SUPPLY DISTRIBUTION SYSTEM 
The water supply in rural areas is effected by one of the following two methods. · 

(i) Shallow well or deep bore well fitted with hand pump 
(ii) Piped water supply with or without house connection through overhead tank and 

standpipes located at strategic points within the community. 

I '. (ii) 

I / (iii) I 

I 

I I (iv) 
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I The~stribution system suitable for the situation is the dead end system of branched 
system.-:.'.The system is economic, easy to design and operate. The elevation of the overhead 
tank is. fixed by taking into consideration the residual pressure to be maintained at the'< 
farthest end of the distribution system and the length of the connecting pipe. When water is 
supplied ~nly through stand posts, the tank is generally constructed with a staging height ~f 6 
m for communities with population .upto 1500 and with a staging height of 7.5 m for 
communities with population greater than 1500. 

When house connections are also provided, the height of staging may be suitably 
increased to ensure minimum prescribed terminal pressure. · 

The distribution system for rural water supply scheme is designed for the peak demand, 
which is assumed to be four times the average demand (duration of supply is 6 hrs). 
Techniques are available for the optimization of rural water supplydistribution system. 

An optimiza~_on method is available for single branch dead end system using Lagrangian 
multiplier technique with an equality constraint on the pressure head in the system. The 
solution is obtained in the closed form. 

A compound water main system consisting of pipes connected in series and with 
intermediate. draw off at the end of each pipe has been subject to cost minimization, using 
the Lagrangian ,technique. The input data include water pressure at the inlet, the desired 
residual head at the extreme end of the pipe, the length of pipes, draw-offs at the end of each 
pipe and cost function parameters. The dosed form analytical solution has been derived for 
the size of pipe in each leg of compound pipe. · 

10.9 HOUSE SERVICE CONNECTIONS 
10.9.1 GENERAL 

The supply from the. street main to the individual buildings is made through a house 
service connection. This consists of two parts viz., the communication pipe which runs from 
the street main to the boundary of the premises and the service pipe which runs inside the 
.premises. The communication pipe is usually laid and maintained by the local authority at the 
cost of the owner of the premises while the service pipe is usually laid by the consumer at his 
cost. 

The service connection including the details of the internal plumbing system should 
conform generally to the National Building Code and particularly to the bye-la""s of the 
concerned local authority. Extreme care should be bestowed for the design and construction 
of plumbing system. The rational design criteria evolved by CBRI for plumbing should be 
followed. · 

10.9.2 SYSTEM OF SUPPLY 

The water supply in a building may be through one of the following or combinations of 
both depending upon the intensity of pressure obtained in the street main and the hours of 

· supply. 

(a) Direct supply system, and 

I. 
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.~ 
(b)' · [.)own-take supply system with or without sump and pump. 
If the pressures near the premises are adequate to supply water for sufficient number of 

hours to the water fittings at the highest part of the building, then suitable connections may 
be allowed to deliver water directly. In cases, where the pressures in the street mains are not · 
sufficient to deliver water supply directly, the down-take supply system with ground l~d 
storage and boosting is adopted, Direct supply system is recommended under one condition 
only when the number of floors in a building is not more than two. 

In any case, only one connection is to be granted for the whole building to deliver the 
total domestic requirement of the day. If there is, however, a non-domestic requirement in 
the building, then a separate connection shall be given. 

The supply in any case is controlled usually by a ferrule on the main, which is throttled 
sufficiently to deliver the required supply at the pressure contemplated. The supply· is also 
controlled by a stop cock at the beginning of the service pipe. A meter is to be installed 
beyond the stop cock for measuring the flow. Any temporary disconnection of the supply is 
made by the stop cock and any permanent disconnection is made at the ferrule. The size of 
the ferrule should not exceed a quarter of the nominal diametre of the main and also be less 
than the size of th~ communication pipe. If a larger size of connection is required, branch 
with the required number of common service pipe can be used. Where the pipe has to cross 
a drain, a suitable sleeve pipe may be provided for prevention of cross connection. 

10.9.3 DOWNTAKE SUPPLY SYSTEM 

· (a) General Criteria 
In this system, the supply may be delivered directly to the overhead storage tank or to the 

ground level storage tank Separate overhead tanks should be provided for flushing and other 
domestic purposes. The capacity of the overhead and ground level storage tanks are decided 
by the local bye-laws. Generally.a capacity of 50% of the daily requirement is provided inthe 
ground level storage tank. For overhead tanks directly receiving water from public mains, the 
capacity should take care of the total daily requirement, which could be reduced to 75% if 
the supply is pumped from the ground level tank. 

The pumps shall be designed for peak rate at 3 times the average over 24. hours; or 
average rate of the 50% of the daily requirement over the actual hours of supply, whichever 
is greater. A standby pump set of equal capacity shall be provided .. 

(b) High Rise Buildings 

. \ 

(1) Systems: The down-take system of water supply in high rise buildings may be one or a 
combination of the following systems viz., overhead storage system, break pressure tank 
system and hydro-pneumatic system. , 

(i) Overhead Storage System 
In this system, the tanks a~e provided on the terrace. A manifold down-take may be taken 

out from the storage tank which should be laid out horizontally in a loop on the terrace to 
carry a designed peak load demand. The pressure in the loop at peak demand shall not 
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. (c) ~frt>Starngo ' l ? ' I ' l . ·; ; ...• ' .... : .••. ,, .•• ,:, r-•,,·- 
;fll ,_,j.f,J ~IhJ·.~ J\i!" t:·): iJf.')(i't'J·.;c: y·n -. ,:I -zrt::·_;·111.} u::n~n,:.,, :r .. , ·."''· r_.111, .' c ·"'', •,. 

'" ; , n INW;l t\'!ith·~ctlibii\Tdlii~ iallb~I! ,25\n'rl€/gh~'fla~e''{0 '1:l@'j:\iil~icf <11t.li'i&''Ji{/f aws u\''l'ti\liHon 
t · , 'uv,lort1flstitFfiCe\ils.;'~il'e~lto1flgt\~it' 'liW; 'll('iflf' ii,.'?J llf ~}'lflf ?n'i:' Js i0~81\r\il fo/r¥f S~4ng . 
, , I !til!\llt,,l,can11bll Ct1pi!1\'lj,1Withi lfiies"'!ieyiliid' ·'i:d 'i:lt\\hlti'i>tC 8 ft!!SR,':'°'.f'/,tfl\fut(( n/'iwe'<~i, 'Jines 

. ; , ·hfrottf.pl acttit-0 '. ptai~ dep~nc!ingVpon··rht~1iB1'ffi2f h~ig::Hi · oFt/aJ:Iki~virili!tf ~tR 
1

the :Y?>'lifJire . · t • · · • - I l · 
1
. --·11 1 · -1-.-. c.-1-·t l,,,r··,,1- i· ,.n,·. 

·:. llil/iade /;t@li6ef &t'e~illigulihing of''fili!.0"' '.V" '\ "·;' . "' ' ' "'- '0 ' ':' , '' L~ ~· · > :·.·, ·. · .. 7·; ·::: . _:1un l-,·n1 i./l!i•)r,,.i ,,dJ ni,,11 D-;;,pt1,1q ~t ,_.qq1J.· . .11i~ 

The tank capacity for fire storagec may -~e o_f.~00_ 15L .;."~e~e th,~ ,S\JJ?liY ls_j!;,te_~~t\~nt so · 
1U tin~ i"1isl'>cti!ljili>!&rli'l\ght ;alfiiPIH1llie /Jiem!<e11 \\t' lhl! ·~~'8!1~'501Mr iq~ ~l!<:u'l:4 S'!""'!!ctes ,t 
, s·<bf • :.;ffiicli I•• 11\0"!ejilel'ilslifui:yj,, TIOfu 1 '/ilU!iic'i\'iilf ri\\1.1\1:'s ''Whtltd' · %,v;/;" d§hlf8etif.e"d

0

1'.he .. 
ovcrBow from the fire·!~~ r.1h~•,J!i<ilillFill0¥"1irt6°tlr~ '!ill'&,;\'-1¥.ih'lF (6 :w;a:,r,~ a ,. 
continuous -:ircul~tion in the static fire tank and also maintaim~~1·~s'.~":.st6tag~1fuii.§ijre ,· .•. 

fightingpurposes. ,, __ , __ ._ .. .: .· ·!· -.~.--.-,.-; l"t··'·,.-,u·l.-·i .. ·-.-.,,.-.h-dT :-:.·:'{\:;.',?.W;~(ll • 
E ·.,..-·, ;n'· ,.·_, '/Ltrl ~·)fi•[,\l;:<.l :.,.~It 'l,'.:liii .,P ,_qqu-. , }lfo.'r• .() . ),~., .,., .• , ... l, ·' -·~ -· -~ ' .,_ ·. I 

:' ,\J,! ,;\'/If Jl,i' _\jgjjgng,JJ®)P§~P!iJ.il'~J:,q ~i\h~,lt,we,.wm'·t0l!lr.woJ, ;P"91lJiv"•~n head . 
anJ designed to deliver 2250 1pm with a terminal pr~~sw:~:o1£.3Kgvlqm,1\atith:e;topmo~ floor 
SO as tO obtain from the hydrant 9001pm discharge with a jet Of abp~t 6 ~.. • t ,-, · . ,r,~_;tr{": _;~\f;1,;.J•".; ,.'B'1,,.,,:.;·1u ~~°; 

, On the fir~ fightii:i-g. ~is~ng m~n, ~ydra?t t7e1~ _o,
1
f ?r· 91:,1~1., f!_l.~Y ,'?,. ~,,J?,!.?,Vt)d~d,. , t\ ~~(f~ }#1ding 

i' )dfcrtt2hl stforle'i~e.:A}1rtall'~{)i~m I tapP.irtk may'J)e_'pJ:9v1a~a 't:Lt :f~ch .T~ijgiiig _~~Ui: t', t1~~1 ya}_ye 
, and ai!C,f,,tt' k,hgth' of 'l{cis'~'/,lP'< 'f8f' fightihg ,i'Raj('Jttl!l: cfM}O. Jef i\\c'if ''P?,{ifi!iiU/Gn,t ~tc. 

\'. !'. [,;,:;·. '.1,tf.:ll'.':)1 ~,_.·;:: !'. ·r:',; ·:,l'i ;;: '.)'.[,,'·:, : ·;:'.\ .. 1.:-,1,)l: .. ,!, \Jr, .. ,.,,,)':.· •·,-;- -'--' ,, ,.!-•··· 
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.~ 

become ne&:tiv~. Ve~~!~,~L?.1~~~-~a~fs, a?, ~~~Y.}f /W.~,erf~~~.Fl~~~r~ ttbrf\.?Ht/fofl?-J~e loop 
and should be linked to ort-e OO\Vn-take for a zone of 4 storeys ·ae i time and designed for the 

t,, ,P!',11, . .lem•il.dJit, has, ta,,aewe, i•\qpressw:h<i:clh<ing""°>i>'•Mll 'bi! pte'vid'&i'·irtl'lhe' il.b'\.ln- takes 
, ,:;-i.JQ:\imiJ:.Jh~heati1 ta.iacma:idirouro 6f•;2:5,rh 'fa e'tfS]}.f actt'~issihl~ phc¢s'lllie cfuet:s, "'cit wallls;·:d:c . 

. : : : .t'\) -. ~ff~: t~~,s~t.e;;t f &.¥Jri~~T :. :'.'u~'. ·' .,/) -_.,': ' .• '': :~·;/,'., ';:· ;:, ' '.: ;:_; :: ; ·: . '. ;;;~~~;c;:;: 
• ,. , ··t +)P.. th.it S¥·~~~m,Jhy, .eµ,~iri hµild,ing i?:;tQ bk:c.0nvenieri'tly..,:uli,v-ided;;inJ.o ·suital1>1~ :zortijs 1<:>-£>5 to 
. ···· s storeys. each. For e~Gh.-.such1 ~@P.{ft :th~r.e;. -~hii1'L be ,arbreak;fpness.tlci:Hl'lank',d-the•;bipadty of 

which should be such that it holds 10 to 15 rninutes supply of the flqors it feeds b~}ow and 
: l t sliall' be 'riOn~dhhan ZKL eaCh' f'J{ ~tlf,;~g. '.ii\,d' 6\t~i}{Q'j\;~,,;; p':if PS>i~tl~~~a)~x,,;rhe 
' · 8MVlil llilre'f ,Om the master ov'e,hc'~f ,itikJi~tJ~ jg', g'_e'~~{i~:k\i1,S:)!i'r '\~'lf, ~,;;;; ,;;, ,.;' ;,[: 
L ,b\'.t~>}1;Yj,~~~~~~~.~t(~ System .:; .,r,,.,; ,,, t,,\f,,••·. ' ,, '"'' , '"·"' v!•.(]"' ,,ff 

_..,,,, ; I11c,1fi~ ,_,;y,;iem,li~n§llPPJY. is through a. hifpfl'piieumatic ep'tes<uti;l:-ve<s<l11f~ltuwith 
i ,i:W!r~s\{fi<m lj);e_,%\!h r,µu '!';l'j'-1 v<11<.• ~pd prc'ssu~~ · ,elii:f .>>,l!ahr<s .. Each ,o,U: ,'Of sµpi>J¥!slliitJ!d be 
. . . ress1icte~ \\\ mw,J,li!<rrl!YS,_ili'; .:.qm, ,w hichevei: is J\,~;;,!'h-e:-capaciiy' ·@f til<"i'"Jrtip 'sllioultl be 

su~h_, ~s; t9>EH:P.Jl ':llW1'itfJ l:l!\<,, p_tl\11:>iWmoo;lF Nc,,roall ~ 1th(!'e pumps billed the :li<ld( jli.n!n\>, the 
., :of U.!1Rl~m,~J1!1.%,1?11flJll1 ~!Jd,;t,\J!>1.iill!r1dm'~; ii,spectnlqly1 aw provideH. 'Fli.< :fasqlump is 
_·! . , 1/Sef ~f~Bi.Ul.it si,;l f!'RiS51• '9. ,,;ew.e-];>l,"!1,J;\J.¢~ ii, a p~"f o«failure, ,The hydropneutttati¢1preslsure 
, ,· dJSjf l,,>,!lo,ii)!l, bf \jll)·,~if ,t,ig\<,1,/oil'sMlnsYll!l\kic.i>l,io,.shapo ,a,,,V•bric<ited from mild lieel plates 

accordinK J9.i:J?,W,~~.u~Jb{~f:l.k r(;1n;~ati9.tjl., Q<vdl~\ )a:h~qGalD<\<l:tEY :shqultb be equivalent tdlthree 
minutes requirements. The air compressor is als<?:!1~:~~-s~a!}\,W)~~~ a;ir. :v.to,,,yesse}_. ~Jf~ to 
maintain the· required air-water ratio in the vJss~'. ··Jts"-'sb6n ·a;~~fdeina{id ·exceeds"''the 
capacity of the lead pump, the supplementary pump must start autormitii,llllo/, '"''""';) H,) 
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~ • .! . '\.'S··r.,,.. • ··-:• • .-. ,J"'".! f~ i. ;: 1· ,.l. ,_!· i;; :; .•• ,: ".~ '.:.f ~ .... J.,; ".; i-: ;:-. \~ z:. ·<'. f ;;_ ·;- \ : 
The pump set is to be provided witK a"'ptess\lr1/ve~sel'arid automatic pressure swifches which :):; ~:tr ,?.g~_~f~&,;f~7t7}h;~se.~}J'ff~~~w {~, 9.!1}hr .tj,s.in.~ .1~4~!gue.; ~9~ t:h~f2~~~i~,nin~ of 
anybfiliehydrantteesforughtmgafire._ , . _ ..... ,".~t1 '·'" .···"····., ,,., .. i ,,,, .• !, ,·.· ;'·.;,.-,.,,,,.-_. _:·'.JU,,,f ,).i ·.;:;;, .. c:_,,·.,r::·J.,.e" ;! .1 .. ····~: .. ·,:,7·::· .,,_; ..... ·.,:.' .. ··.·f··.u ,., •· ·· ··!.''i. -· • ·· '··,: .... · -~ 

:,~, ,J;'9,·,¢€aj with,qa~~·wh~n: thereis a.power fail:t<1t~the1highrtse·builditl~·1shoul~,be pi:bviaedM 
~; ,r !\\:'ith- i11;dep,e,nde9,t ,~leatr~c~J .dtcuits,,· one .connected to ; .. the; nbrmal:·ekt~hiaJ; powe-1:' -and 'the 
,.)rP:¢~r,,. ~tP'.FtP.'31 .ct-ies~l~wn::,ge11erating ~.set .,inr:,the;,1 buildings-:,._, This': gener~tirig'. :Jseti-,(~hould 
n, Jmtgn,.~t;,ic.~y;.cpm<r,~t,o -operation,:.irl the: .e.\fem.bi!ilf,.extdmal powetrfailtite ;.,6r·'-fire: in: 'the 

· · ~n-~~-µ4sllDK·:II4~ ,itjtpependen:t: i¢le~tcic-·droiif:frofn: ·tlli.e- ~heraiing set 'shouldl··,be .. for all pumps 
L,r_in.f}µ.gjpg, fire, pµmp$>;~mergi11cyJights,;-.l-iftsJ and:lightSJi.n staircases :a:nd;yatds~: : .. _ C; I, .T!~::, ··! 

~·r.110.9~-i: 'MATEkrAts ron'·RousE 's EttV1ci£lcd~n~.jEcr~d:1~,-·, ;·~ .. ':
1
~

1:\. :,._,;,. ·.'.:
1 
.: 

The various pipes used for service connections should conform to the relevant. Indian 
ov.Srandardsu«. .. ..,,..! -,d ~ :..:-:."j(~tu·,1 ~rt(Jrr.·~· .-;_~ Lt!:.\~ ?--~·..::= .. ~iX,.' ·.~;.~.:;;_i..i~_ .. ; ~ _.;.-·, ··.;., :_:: ·-1r~·:··~ .. -~·-.'? · 

?t£f"1>~1~rn{Ji ,:.cft~ .. t: i' ~f~t1 u~~.a}~?i~·~i~~-~~~tJh~?ti_g~~:·:rJi~:·::':b~~t~~;;J,~~t~\·, of 
1dUl ,faifriJri,f'llf w: ~Wt~glli. 1 rh~y ~~ff~t·"fr~'d{ th~ \4i~·a&J~t;g~· of -~i10rt--ii,~ in 
corrosive soils especially at the screwed joints. BitumtAQ,US.~v.eringcfot·!thel.}):1pe 
increases its longevity. The carrying capacity of the pipe may also be reduced due to 

.,. ~ f ' I :.,::. incrustatidtL: Rigid: .. PM(!, pipel..'asi wi=lt 1as Hign!-de-nsi'fy lpolyctlfyftne" !pipe~ ~te also 
:.,rLi ,;/·,, coming·iptonse.»T-'hese,:pipek1ttte·'fle&t10le1a-rid111glit antl lh.e;btfyillg·fapacity is not 
11·)'.;·J:'·,., · recluce<ii. wrili ageiduciito inc-msta:tion:, :Ph~y;ilibw~vef/a'.re'lia151e·tcr Se uamig¢d ~ii'sily. 
:HI; ·,, '. !) ;'..rL'hey,ajsd .sofren-;at'tetirpera'Wtes, abbve'06S,"rl@·arid'_:as 'Su<±H,icanh~ B~·-~se·a·'tot11ot 
lo ~·l ,· .. :;_i· watei:.systfms:.:~·u ~(; _~.,.~?R/t(·:·..:i.:"·~ ;.;]i ·:~L~·.•t./}~- "';ft_'.; jj;r·f~-:.~::rr if '.;,·,:, :~t·' .. -.~.~ ,.--.t. 

:'/c~~'J(&Y :T~:t~d&iii~t1l~r[6~' p1 :~''f~ 'idi~he'~-ifg _Ke/i$.1t~Qf ·}~~~i~''.. 4/p~;Jii}g ~~ 'the 
· ril-~terfaf ;Jr ffif!'tiiHHbK9dk;MliA1=ir{\tie'itre~'t \;~. M~t~f. o~ '-b~onz-e ferrules are 

W_:fil;l ,;) Yr~xr7;Vf~j~H?1:~J~m~~q~. '¥RHr, ~BeEi~:-,s~r~\};f.9if¢~l~~ ~~l~~d PQ. ~ement asbestos 
~:}rV1:;.•,> :,,::.?9f1J{f~; I?:!P..fi~:·: T ·:;.: ,,:, :cq.r;, :;dl Jli~ :,n;::ob .rd . ,;,: ·:. !- : '.!r;' •;;'.;>.:·,,, : 

:.;,b n( c} ,. Sir:fo:e: ithe:minnnuin::rtfsithaairpre~sUre-s':in in:. area art t6':-be '.iruiirttained as indicated ifl. 
1.2,.&31::iferrules.,i©6t·s~itaQl~fis12~§';afe:: 1i6, ,1:)~L·ifroViffea··,for adjacent buildings of 

. different)1eights to get equitaqle s,tJpplf .. 
:~f\ !:·r.;<~ !;t·!, t~: ")i!tf·J.' 'rt(;J'J.t.:1%.ti.f~ Cl~ l>'J'"i:}~.)lil'!~_, ... ; ·;:·f '/ 
'.)rn ;'(q)_; ':; 1J ~Pa/!..YL 4?.r~?]' ~~'.l'-,l)~. 7;5;d'l1.~nf-91t~ry i ;water · meters are fixed on the service pipe 

immediately after the stop cock in the consumers premises andl.0.catedtm•;a..maso~ry 

Jf:ff t;i~~~lfEMAINTt~f\\,jlf(]: .. ~:;.~'.;' · .. ,::, ,. '· '\/.' .·;;:;,' :;/ \ '.'', ,', ; \_ 
.,io~-i:O'.a.:_;GENJERAL •.;'· . rnir;;:;, :,i ;',.;-:·,::.: ;:r· ;/; >/~.,.}.' ·:·-·::, .';, r:;;,,' -<, ... ,., .": 

... ,; .. !./' >·--·--:j ... ,<' ... ~ ,·,-:,·t; :- .... , ... ·'' ::~·· •:::;;,,-.:~-,-~..., '}/.~.-:,;·: -•j 

Preventive maintenance of water"d1stiiout1ot1 sys'tem'pipeiines· assure·s the ~in- ~bjectives 
of preserving the hygienic quality of water in the distribution· qi~i,ns.,.and providing m:>ridlrions 
for adequate flow through the pipelines. Sonie of the main functions in the management of 
~f~Vet\tive.;~~pects in;the-mainte~_ance 0( m~ins at€Jassessfuetit~ detecti{)n and pteverition of 
·:_as~e ~f- water, from pipelines; '·tnaintaining-'the,:capadty :'of pipeiirie''abd \:leaning of 
tpelines. · 
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10.10.2 W!\&1E ASSESSMENT AND DETECTION 
Wastage is due to leakage in water mains due to corrosion, fracture, faulfy joints, ferrule 

connection, service pipe• and fittings inside the cotlsumer's premises due to joints, conosion, 
faulty washers on glands in valves and taps; abandoned service pipes and ferrule connections 
in mains; and failure to tum off taps in premises willfully or inadvertently. Another 
impartant source of waste noticed in intermirtent systems, particularly where metering is not 
enforced, is the tendency . of the householder to keep the taps open throughout and also 
emptying stored water to replace by a batch of fresh water. Wastage is due to leakage from 
reservoirs and treat,µent plant which cannot be accounted for by the normal metering and 
can be as high as 40'/,. Pilot studies in a few cities in the country reveal that wastage in the 

main~ alone can be 15 to 25%. A systematic waste and leakage survey and detection, fo\\mved by prompt corrective ·· 
action is of impartance in bringing about a reduction in the wastage· The freqilency and 
extent of the su,:vey depends on the cost and the net benefits accruing therefrom. 

(a) Assess~ent of Waste . . ' · ln residential areas where 24-hciur supply is effected, it is possible to assess the total· 
wastage occurring both in the water mains and the consumer's premises when thC · 
consumption is at a minimum which is likely to occur at midnight The difference betweeri' 
the minimum night flow in the system and the accountable flow at midnight divided by thf 
average daily flow at mid-night can provide .the percentage of waste in an area. J..eve\s of. 
wastage upto 10% may be considered as low, 10 to 2rf'/, as average, 20 to 50% as excessive 
and over Srf'/o as alarming- Remedial measures are called for, for levels above 10%. 

In intermittent supPlies, only leakages related to water mains are assessed. Waste in mainS 
in such cases is assessed in a 7,one by closing all the taps or stop cocks in the house service. 
connections. The percentage of wastage in intermittent supplid'is the ratio of the flow in the 
mains (with stop cocks or tap closed) to the avetage daily doinestic consumption. 

Losses at about 5 to 7% may be considered as satisfactory while 10 al\d 20% 
unsatisfactory an<;\ action is advisable, a!\d beyond· 2rf'/, \eve\, remedial ineasure, 

pasitively indicated. For any companent of a water s\lpply, the information on papulation, avetage_.1a.ilY flow;- 
consumpnon by mdustry or trade, nununum n,ght flow (m case of conanuous supply) or. 
!low in mains with all stop cocks or taps closed in intermittent supply, and uansf er of flow · 

from one zo_ne to the other is required for estimation of the waste. 

The approach of the problem requires careful planning and preparatory work and a large 
amount of routine field survey and investigations. Wasie survey consists of the following 

<;teps: 

(b) Waste survey Procedure 

3S2 



1. Preparatory Work 

It consists of: 
(i) Delineation of zones and sub-zones of distribution network from field inspection 

and plans 
(ii) Collection of stattsttcs of population, houses, connections (metered and 

non-metered) of the selected zones - 

- 

Location inspection, testing and repairing of valves, fittings, taps and meters 

Correct alignment of pipelines by electronic pipeline locator and by inference 

Checking and updating of the distribution networks. of zones and sub zones; and 

Testing for isolation of zones and sub-zones from others by feeding water through a 
single feeder pipe with closure of all boundary valves of zones except the feed valve. 

2. Waste Assessment 

(iii) 

(iv) 

(v) 
(V1) 

The steps involved are: 
(i) · Estimation of total daily consumption of the sub-zone by computation or by flow 

gauging and studying the water consumption pattern of sub-zone for the day; 

(ii) 'Flow Test' for measurement of waste through the leaks by isolation of sub-zones 
and by means of an integrating type water meter or mobile waste water meter; and 

(iii) 'Step Test' to assesses and localize the leakage in various parts of the sub-zone by 
internal valves. 

The daily consumption pattern taken over 'a period of days can-provide data for arriving 
at the actual average daily consumption of water in the area surveyed. These figures can be 
obtained through house meter readings, or by actual spot measurements by an integrating 
meter installed in the pipe feeding a group of houses in metered or unmetered areas. 
Otherwise, average daily consumption may have to be suitably assumed for the area. 

A section or zone of water distribution system is isolated by allowing water to be fed into 
the zone through a single feeder pipe controlled by a valve. The zone is usually divided into 
workable sub-zones _with a viable number of connections of about 150 to 300 in each ,ub 
zone. Each sub-zone could also be isolated from the rest and be fed through a single entry 
pipe controlled by a valve. The boundary valves (i.e. the valves connecting the common 
pipes of two zones or sub-zones) are located in such a way that the water does not enter or 
flow out of the sub-zone from or to the adjacent ones. 

The rate of flow in the zone or subzone is measured by a pitometer inserted in the pipe, if 
the feeder pipe and the. flows are large. Otherwise, the flows are gauged by a mobile waste 
water meter, or integrating meter temporarily installed or by Deacon's water meter 
permanently installed in the system. 

After gauging of the flows, the next step is to narrow down the area under test to localize · 
the leakage in various parts. This is carried out by the 'step test' by noting the flow into the 
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pipe system of sub-zone after every stepwise 'reduction in the size of the zq~~·.,qy..,,c,l9.~~K.th.eI .i - 
internal valves in each step. · -- 

··I~~:,;.;~::.!~~·=~·) Ji 

T:hf ~te,qiaj,!r~v~~ J~f ~! .~~~;,Zl.Pnr,,~.r.-~,-.fh~~~ J~}f( ~~r~; ~&9-1:tJ~~s.);)Y, ,SQ~HW __ g ,2;vf;!r .,~ 
spindle' using the··~o·ur1ding' rod J~ctetunbalwced •'pressure''conc'.liho~s· create91){~vif lyirtg 
water through a single feed to the system with the direction of flow of water towarf one 
face :of the·:va:'lve ot;!yllJ.ill'the'St0p cocks·br taps! mith~.i'-hotise servie'e,pipes' are thet-kecl -hnd'tf - 
necessary rectified to 'ensure water tightness and compl~te'·ct·eaff::-of1ili6stipplf'ttfl:6'ri'sumers 
when stop COFk~ arf,~l?.$,~~: J5Fi.•Li: ':; !l(, / ~(' 'r,::t:q:.1:t :.,i~.- :m~k''.'t. ''-:.111'.<.:~z;:,;, Ii··,:~,,,(} { (:1;) 

. .,..:fr·, f,"' ... .-.! ·':·r,. ·t.;·~,....- .. ··(•;,...:.: 1 .. -.. ,;cr.,iJ~,:f r7·}r-},~-p~·'.,··"' Hr ·1t·, jj':'J(,r., rf1t'v .. h-r1rr 1~·s?JQ.:·.1_ -;i~)r,·~~, ..... , .., ••. ,,...~~ .,\•',.., .,1"-! , .. J • ~-- .... JV-., .. -.,,.,.., ~,.i..,._,.r.1,, -....J ..... , • -.J. t~ .... , '!• .~~-; · ' ...... -' ··"· - ~ .. ,.~ 

(b) Leakage Detection -t.u3,m:~:J?3A ';j·:rns}}l 

Leakage detection survey is confined only to the areas with heavy le~~fffi,-Mir!PXfSt.a!.~r 
the wa~~e assessment survey. 'The survey consists of: . .. . · . :, ... 

·.u,.:;·! ~l(~ ·re f;:~rt.t;H..'"Ji.r~:~·:: -;( .:_H"H.)'~-di!;! J;f_-; iC) r:\·.---.l)O!f!U2f!(:J::~ 'Jhst> l~1{/} ft~) rt~_,;f_~~{nrtt::1 (n 
(j\ FinJ1na.1ea1"'S-'i;,-':~e Aipechv-,v.isu--1,...1,.;t~rnrunati""fl·Of,cur4ace;,,,a~~-:1- ,.,-,- ,·,;,,,,: l'.'\"- .. 
l/ -~~!'t-10~,.; flt .. 1 ~.,.,~...:1:. i::,:-~. P.. lJ-.4 :l.·----~.:\J:Yt .. r----~-;- ...... v .~--- ~ .... J.e.- ~:r-..,,.~~ r. ~.•r;\..-.i d'"~es~J.:,d 

~Je:,8Peltc:froflic1pif .!lticat&Prc~1r1iid:¥,gffir! m~ l6i!attohLalfd2af?gnMeBt 6F~~B:e1(pi~J 
particularly when the records for pipes in distribution maps are not adeqii~te dtlit~mplete. 
s .. ,,_hfflt,>C b , \;. . ~--1,. •, . ,t~, b~J' mnl(:w,c:_ ,.r-.,l-,. --JL .Q 'iot:1"\_lOOenirt.a,-;(:}.f.,trenchec. att'd .· 00?:,~,,""f~~..,;l( .Yb:1.i>.HY.lh~,,!f\SP.!ci§o.tq!l '-1-l' IJ0r.r;:;>-q<t. ,.l>'J'i..,•V~tt~ -U~,.~!" ,··--~QL·-•·"..;,"" •:·-1,!1 ,. .. , 

throygihiv.£~.mJ:~tion,,Qil1~~~-f·rnfA.Y™v~f1;>pGrilJ:mz1.or,J~ei~r~~rAfjmID.~.iiti~r..i:A\\rf§~,hp..ip§!tb :1s· 
,'alo11:~·,$M~1i~:.I}Q~d?he,,~'J:S9m\~,r!~4~@.P.Jl~kPfit~PtUJiWitb -tii~t~l~tr~.n.i<t-l~~:~e~§~QJhd;: 

~ are tri¥<i!tse.4~n;11-~e &\lJ~§e:.~§},,<i>iV~iw.i.}~.t;ntte1lin~Af1f!,l(t~aljgo.m¢n~;flil!e f~J ~t¢._q~~flP1~.t~m · _ 
generated by .ipJi§siblei !&ak§:-AAlJ,,tQe, ~ms. ~;,JJh~~·,ire ·.'§~AWci.1qut·,1J~:~a.,llytiat: ~ight~;Wb~Jl{tO: 
extraneous. nojse is minimum.,and · the distribution system of the zone is als_o ~t a highef :' 

fJJ;n t,:,i ~(J r1j '!:>1.r:v, ·r;n!·-.::.?<)i.ill ··{(! t~:JJi.h).:: ;,:r <r1:1J?,.J?. :1ot111c!r1Jtlb T)]1:;'J..-' ~<) ~J!tC·.:: 1\) .rtl.111::>:.:.\t; 1-·~ 1 

pressure., , , ... ,_, : .. ,, · . , , ,1 . , ., , . 1 ,. 1. 
O"!!H rr::t~~-/:D ~(H..:.;!J;~n :--t ~,-_rc.;i .:J.d J. .:..r!i..t"i\,.. .;.~ '(.(l r,!:l.i!G'.!1f!C,') ~HJri:~f i::;i~<:!n Jt/:\ftir:. :; ng1J?'J!!J ~Jft()7:: ~ru:, 

. Mi;thaHs,·emplby.m~ ta7dio1aati~e 1i.so~~?nitt0Js.: oxikm 1gas>~~,if kal6'gen:S5Cao ~asily1;.£n:tftt,::•.,7 . 
exacQ-ynpifit1,0'ifitl; l~*~l }t1\lt:.;afe)ih<f>.f1 it1Sffld1f,;it,t?,ttJti(ief:bfu1;-watet CWor~~.l(SY,Stelfi:; ~ua !Y@tjfutr€ft(;'S :; 

· t ·, " •' w l ·--c 1• l ., I" . measlif'tei sin"Ge tliey~requiretspe~-Mztd~ie-quipmerttrut;volvsihglhtgh.<:to~ts: ·riG 'f 1-: '1.n r,'.:;1 i 011 n c;:; ::;qr.q_. 
·rt1 -~~;J.H:, _,. }fl ~!_;.(,;_; "i )ir-.•ir :iri; ;f;:Lt VE-Ji" ti jl:)u:: i!i f)!fLG.JtJt .;r2~ (i:.HT(J:.-..-(1u;~ iJ.,,."i ~-~!~·:-():'\ ()\VJ ~1ci l:)r:.i:q 4 
Visual indications of leakage in pipes l~;rH-JW-BtJf~~J,3:nf! e,;awm;~'Y~t;S2.1J:t'1):9#f<tel:15)4:,;a 

case_s_ oflarge_leaks, or even small leaks q( pipelines l_ocated just below ~e surfase..,depend11;~. 

upo~:-'~~;i~;!~1~:~~t\~f1(:::;_1'.J:;;d:~-~I:;.,;, ;;~-! .:-;::1~:::;:~,~: ~ ~~1~:~':_~:i~~:~ '.l ;; /~~::~:-··:..;~ ri.~.~! ;~~:;~' i :);._~·:, /J:~t~:i~l ~tI.t . 
The,usualiway toid1;1tett:t leaks in buried~pipe.s;wtthl~utropeni@g tk,e, ro-~GiS-JJrface _fu:r::ivi.sual 1?.,'N ., 

inspection is by acoustic methods. The sound generated by the;le-ak.~: thio.ugb-~the~ve.~burd.~o.n::.q 

:: t~i:1tf !- ~rt~trl:m~, YiJ12t:~11g~/lr.,~·~?Jie~fi~.n,t;j J?Y~?~R }9;d!f, s.mf11?,s~~f:f ;~g\'./Rr, ' ~ 
P :}_t: c-.r!c N-c.t.il :Hit ;~::-_;c;.; v<J .!~·JJ ci:::~t~·.- ...:~fr1 ~~o 1J.:r) L:::-t .. 1r·: :-·~ ,<;:_11 (:_::.i)~ ~···--.i;.,.;-J ::; :~~1-~:'!t-:~!-:;rL ... 

,; 
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